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1 Description of the topic, objectives 

Environmental and sustainability considerations are now the main drivers for the 

development of the energy industry. There is a high level of social rejection of carbon 

emissions from the energy sector, and the economic impact of the carbon quota system 

is significant. For these reasons, industry players are under unprecedented pressure to 

reduce the carbon footprint of their production and move towards near-zero carbon 

emissions [1]. An integral part of the circular economy is the use of waste for energy 

purposes that cannot otherwise be recovered. The energy recovery rate of domestic 

household waste has increased in recent years, but the share of waste going to landfill 

still hovers around 50% ( 

Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Evolution of municipal solid waste disposal methods [2] 

In my PhD research, I investigated the feasibility of utilizing carbon neutral, renewable 

and waste fuels using fluidization technology. From both a combustion and a 

gasification point of view, a number of new challenges have emerged with the use of 

biomass and waste fuels. Conventional coal-based fuel particles have a nearly 

spherical geometry, whereas novel biomass and waste-based fuels have a diverse 

geometry and are far from the well-known coal dust particles. A further difficulty is 

the diverse composition and inhomogeneity of the fuels, a problem that has not been 

encountered to such an extent in the past, as the quality of the mined coals (compared 

to biomass) has remained within a narrow range. In the context of carbon neutral 

power generation, I also investigated a carbon capture method based on fluidization 

technology, namely, chemical looping combustion. In chemical looping combustion, 
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the oxygen required for combustion is not directly provided by air but by solid 

oxygen-carrying particles. Since the oxygen carrier in this case consists of solid 

particles, the fuel can only be gaseous. Consequently, the coals with the highest fossil 

carbon intensity can only be recovered indirectly by gasification. However, the 

advantage of this technology is that it does not require high power air separators, as is 

the case with oxy-fuel firing. Chemical looping combustion can thus be more 

competitive than conventional oxy-fuel firing. In case the fuel is carbon neutral 

biomass, even negative carbon dioxide emissions can be achieved. 

One promising way to address these challenges is the use of fluidization technology, 

which shows relative flexibility to changes in fuel composition and quality. However, 

there are a number of phenomena that can make continuous operation impossible.  

Given the high investment cost of the technology, high availability must be ensured in 

order to reduce unit production costs. For this reason, my PhD research aims to 

investigate the implementation of carbon neutral power generation using fluidization 

technology. The focus of my investigations was to determine the vertical distribution 

of fluidization active particles. The experimental results are essential for industrial 

applications, since if the fluidized bed distribution of the fuel mixture is not known, 

significant excess emissions (CO, NOx), boiler efficiency degradation and the 

probability of failure will be increased. 

1.2 Objectives 

My work focuses on the implementation of carbon neutral energy production using 

fluidization technology. The aim of my research is firstly to develop a new 

experimental method to investigate the distribution of inhomogeneous active particles 

with different compositions in a fluidized bed. Subsequently, I wanted to perform a 

wide range of tests on different waste and biomass fuel samples using a developed 

measurement procedure. A further aim was to investigate the spatially continuous 

distribution of active particles in the fluidized bed as opposed to previous 

measurements at discrete points. Finally, I wanted to develop further measurement 

procedures for the determination of the surface area of active particles and the 

entrainment of particles outside the fluidized bed. 
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2 Materials and methods 

For the research, I made several measuring devices of my own design. In designing 

the experimental devices, I have used previously well-established measurement 

methods, which I have improved to suit novel active particle fluidization studies.  

In the first part of my research, I investigated a waste-based secondary fuel, SRF (solid 

recovered fuel). I found the experimental investigation of the arrangement of SRF 

particles in a bubbling fluidization bed to be of industrial and scientific value. I also 

conducted further distribution studies on biomass samples intended for power plant 

use. I divided the three biomass samples studied into two groups according to their 

source. Biomass samples from agriculture, such as sunflower hulls and wheat hulls, 

and wood chips from wood by-products. For the tests, I designed and built a 

proprietary cold fluidization apparatus (Figure 2 and Figure 3) with a new design not 

used before, specifically for testing highly inhomogeneous fuels.  

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the measuring setup and method of the particle mixing investigations. 

I used a bed frozen experimental procedure for the distribution measurements. In this 

procedure, the active particles to be tested are fluidized together with bed material. 

The time required to reach a steady-state mixing condition was defined as at least 20 

minutes. This value is considered a conservative estimate based on the literature [3–5], 

in some cases up to 3 min may be sufficient to reach steady state [6]. After this, the bed 

freezes and preserves the mixing pattern for the given working point by abruptly 

withdrawing the fluidizing air. Using separators, I divided the bed into 3 unequal 
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parts and then separated the fuel mass found in the three cells from the bed material 

by sieving. The experimental set-up thus developed did not require any preparation 

of the fuel samples tested and was fully consistent with those found in industrial 

applications. With this procedure, it was possible to record the vertical distribution of 

the active particles under investigation at several different gas velocities. The 

distribution of SRF samples was also investigated in three different bed materials at 

the same gas velocities. The bed materials were sieved into a narrow range of particle 

sizes in order to minimize all other measurement uncertainties besides the 

inhomogeneities introduced by the fuel. 

 
Figure 3. Cold fluidization equipment 
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In addition to the distribution measurements, I also subjected the tested active particles 

to particle size adsorption measurements. The measuring apparatus designed for this 

purpose is shown in Figure 4. The particles entrained at a given gas velocity were 

separated from the gas flow by a separator, so that the entrained particle mass could 

be measured. By repeating the measurement at several different gas velocities, the 

entrainment characteristics for a given active particle, i.e. the cumulated normalized 

mass of entrained particles as a function of gas velocity, can be recorded. This method 

provides a practical picture of the fraction of active particles that actually reach the 

fluidized bed when fed into the fluidization space. This is because in most cases the 

dosing takes place above the bed, where the active particles are fed into an upward 

gas flow and only a fraction of them falls into the bed. 

 
Figure 4. Schematic of the experimental setup of the active particle entrainment tests 

I then turned to another branch of carbon-neutral thermal power generation with 

fluidization implications: chemical looping combustion. In chemical looping 

combustion, the fluidized bed material contains oxygen carriers and can be used to 

ensure that the gas stream leaving the furnace contains predominantly only carbon 

dioxide and water vapor, which can be used for further industrial applications or 

stored instead of being released into the atmosphere. For the tests, a new type of 

Pseudo–2D experimental setup was designed and built-in addition to the existing 

experimental setup (Figure 5). The advantage of the Pseudo–2D experimental setup is 

that it allows continuous distribution images to be taken, unlike the bed–frozen 

method, where only discrete points of the active particles can be determined. In 

addition to the distribution of oxygen carriers, the location of fuel particles was also 
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investigated. One promising way to apply chemical looping combustion to solid fuels 

is in-situ gasification, where gasification and combustion of the product gas take place 

in the same reactor. 

 

Figure 5. Pseudo–2D fluidized bed 

3. Results and theses 

The distribution of SRF and biomass particles in fluidized beds can be very accurately 

traced by measurement procedures using prepared particles, where magnetic [7], 

electromagnetic [8], radioactive tracer [9–10] or UV reagent [11] particles are used to 

replace the active particles. However, these processes cannot be applied to fuels with 

a wide range of compositions and the results obtained would only be of indirect use 

in industrial practice. In contrast, the active particles used in industrial fluidization 

processes [12] can be directly applied in the bed–frozen process. However, previous 

bed allocations found in the literature cannot be applied to inhomogeneous active 

particles of diverse composition (SRF). My objectives were to develop a new 
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measurement procedure that reflects specific industrial problems and best 

approximates the conditions in engineering practice. 

The bed set-up that I use separates the periphery of the bed from the inside of the bed 

in terms of fluidization. The resulting three cells are not equal in size, so mixing and 

segregation phenomena can be clearly detected in them. 

Thesis 1 

To assess the relevance of the vertical arrangement of the active particles in the 

fluidized bed for industrial applications, the bed–frozen equipment should be 

designed to divide the bed into three separable cells. One lower and one upper cell, 

which should represent as small a fraction as possible (maximum 20-20 %) of the 

total bed volume. The middle cell – the body of the bed – should account for at least 

60% of the volume of the bed and should be located between the two smaller cells. 

The equipment thus designed is suitable for the simultaneous analysis of floating and 

sinking active particles. 

 

Related publications: P1-P8 

 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the bed 

After the new bed partitioning was established, it became necessary to introduce a 

metric that describes the mixing rate of the bed and the active particles. The mixing 
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numbers known from the literature give reliable results only for particles with 

homogeneous composition. The widely used Nienow mixing number [13] based on 

concentration and the well-known Kramer's rule [14], also known as Lacey index [15] 

based on scattering are similar in that they are only applicable for cells of equal size 

and homogeneous particles. For particles with inhomogeneous composition that have 

not been investigated before, I have designed a new mixing number that is better 

suited to my own measurement setup. 

Thesis 2 

In the case of SRF fuel, a relevant characterization of the (vertical) location in the 

fluidized bed for industrial applications is the ratio of the mass of active particles 

accumulated inside the bed – the body of the bed – to the total mass of active 

particles injected, as an indication of the degree of mixing. The body of the bed is at 

least 60% of the volume of the bed, which is located between two smaller cells. 

 𝑀𝐼 =
𝑚Bed body

𝑚sum
 

 

Related publications: P1 

 

 

Figure 7. Values of the proposed measure of mixing and segregation for the measured data of 

highly inhomogeneous active particles. 
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Using the bed layout presented in the first thesis, I made measurements for several 

different fuels. For the SRF sample, I investigated the mixing with fluidized bed 

material in 3 different medium particle diameters at five different relative gas 

velocities. For the relative gas velocity, the minimum fluidization gas velocity for the 

particular bed material was always used as a reference. This allowed comparison, as 

the same absolute gas velocity can produce different fluidization states for different 

bed materials. The distribution measurement results are shown in 3D in Figure 8, 

where the relative mass of fuel found in each cell is proportional to the distance 

between each surface. In previous results in the literature [3,12], the active particles 

investigated all exhibited unidirectional segregation [3,12]. The fuel particles exhibited 

either floating (flotsam) or sinking (jetsam) behaviour. In contrast, a novel 

measurement technique for a previously untested material, SRF, was able to detect 

bidirectional segregation when the upper and lower parts of the bed are 

simultaneously filled with active particles. 

Thesis 3 

In the case of heterogeneous composition and non–spherical active particles, bi–

directional segregation occurs in a well-defined range of the plane spanned by the 

grain size of the bed material and the relative gas velocity. For industrially relevant 

silica sand bed material and SRF fuel, the limits of this range are 650 μm and 1100 μm, 

and 1.2 and 1.4, relative gas velocities. The phenomenon of bi–directional segregation 

implies a rearrangement of the active particles such that active particles otherwise 

located inside the bed move towards the periphery (in the vertical sense) of the bed 

at settings within this range. 

 

Related publications: P1, P2 

 

Figure 8. Relative concentrations of active particles as function of bed material mean diameter 

and relative gas velocity. (The same diagram from two aspects.) 
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The SRF sample found in each cell was also analyzed by particle size using a 

proprietary grain size determination procedure. The results were processed to 

determine the mean grain diameter of the samples, the result of which is shown in 

Figure 9.  

Thesis 4 

The size distribution of SRF particles is also transformed in the range of relative gas 

velocities that constrain bi–directional segregation. While in the relative gas velocity 

range 1.2–1.4 the mean diameter of the active grains is within a band of up to 5 mm 

across the whole bed, in the relative gas velocity range 1.4–2.0 the mean particle 

diameter decreases to about two-thirds in the lower part of the bed and increases to 

about four-thirds in the upper part of the bed. 

 

Related publications: P1, P5 

 

Figure 9.  Mean diameters of the active particle found in the three regions of the fluidized bed 

at different relative gas velocities. 

Another fluidization application for carbon neutral power generation is chemical 

looping combustion, which can capture and sequester carbon dioxide. In this process, 

an oxygen carrier is mixed with the bed material and active particles in a fluidized 

state. A competitive choice of oxygen carrier is the iron-based oxygen carrier, which is 

difficult to ensure proper mixing with the bed material (due to the high-density 

difference). Two different medium particle diameter samples were tested. For the 

evaluation of the results, the well-known Nienow mixing index was used, as the 

sample tested had a homogeneous composition. 

Thesis 5 

The distribution of oxygen carriers in the bed material used for Chemical Looping 

Combustion is fundamentally influenced by particle size. For silica sand bed material 
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(with a mean particle diameter of 645.5 μm), the direction of segregation of iron–

based oxygen carrier particles changes for mean particle diameters between 400 μm 

and 1000 μm. The 400 μm sample has a floating – flotsam – character, while the 

1000 μm sample has a sinking – jetsam - character. 

 

Related publications: P3 and P4 

 

Figure 10. Measured Nienow mixing indices of the two investigated oxygen carriers. Those of 

OC1 (400 μm) are higher than 1, in contrast to OC2 (1000 μm), in which case they are lower 

than 1 at the whole interval. 

In addition to the study of the distribution within the fluidized bed, another issue of 

scientific and industrial practical interest is the introduction of fuel particles into the 

fluidized bed. In most industrial applications, the feed system is located above the 

fluidized bed, which is where the active particles fall into the bed, provided that the 

upward flow does not entrain the particles. With minor modifications, the cold 

fluidization apparatus (Figure 4) has been adapted to perform particle entrainment 

measurements. The tested biomass and waste fuel samples could be divided into two 

distinct groups. 

Thesis 6 

Solid active particles can be divided into two distinct categories according to particle 

entrainment. The first group is the entrainable, where at least half of the particle mass 

is entrained at low gas velocities of 2 m/s. The second group is dropout, where the 

rate of displacement varies only slightly with increasing gas velocity. The design of 
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the fluidization equipment fuel feeding system must consider this, when designing the 

feeding points. Entrainable type fuels should be fed as close to the bed as possible, 

preferably directly into the bed. 

 

Related publications: P2 and P5 

 

 
Figure 11. Particle entrainment as function of the superficial air velocity 

4 Application of the results 

The practical applicability of the results was a key consideration in the design of the 

experiments. Most of the experiments were directly motivated by problems from my 

industrial partners. There are a number of plant operation problems for which accurate 

knowledge of the fluidized bed location of the active particles provides a solution. In 

the domestic environment, fluidization technology is only used in combustion plants, 

but internationally and for future domestic developments, other applications such as 

gasification or pyrolysis could be considered. The equipment developed for fuel 

partitioning measurements (Figure 2 and Figure 3) provides directly usable results on 

the fluidization behavior of a given fuel or fuel mixture. The equipment can be used to 

experiment under laboratory conditions with the appropriate operating parameters 

(gas velocity range, bed material, etc.) to obtain the benefits of fluidization technology. 

Inappropriate mixing and high floating particle rates in combustion plants can lead to 

high carbon monoxide emissions and poor boiler efficiency, which is both an 

environmental and economic problem. Suspended particles can cause nozzle damage 

(overheating, etc.) and bed material burn-up, which can make continuous operation 
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impossible and thus indirectly reduce the economics of the plant through a high 

number of forced outages. These problems can be solved by the developed cold 

fluidization equipment, the results of which are presented in theses 1-2. 

The spread of waste-based fuels is desirable for a number of reasons: it improves 

security of supply and reduces the amount of waste going to landfill. However, its 

varied composition can only exacerbate the operational difficulties detailed earlier. 

The experiments carried out provide a comprehensive picture of the behavior of 

standardized fuel samples. Specific results related to SRF are presented in theses 3 and 

5. Another typical operating problem is the decrease of the bed temperature. One 

possible explanation for this phenomenon is the inadequate design of the fuel feeding 

system. In order to know the proportion of fuel that can be delivered to the bed by the 

fuel supply system, my results in thesis 6 are helpful.  

The practical application of the results cannot only contribute to the improvement of 

existing units, but also to the successful implementation of units in the design and 

investment phase. Knowledge of the scientific problems that are known and subjected 

to thorough research can also avoid later difficulties and misunderstandings resulting 

from faulty performance. 
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